Abstract—Counterfeiting has unfortunately become a worldwide epidemic affecting electronic systems from consumer goods to military equipment, which seriously jeopardizes system security, reliability, and electronic vendors’ reputation. The counterfeit parts, e.g., integrated circuits (ICs) and printed circuit boards (PCBs), have shown a significant increase in type and number over the recent years. However, the existing counterfeit detection techniques deal with IC or PCB separately, and hence, they cannot verify the authenticity of an electronic system as a whole. In this paper, we propose concurrent IC and PCB authentication (CIPA), a novel methodology that concurrently verifies the authenticity of both IC and PCB through extracting the signature pairs generated by a ring oscillator (RO) array without/with PCB cavity resonance. With CIPA, remote authentication is allowable by transmitting the signatures between the verifier and the system vendor. The CIPA structure has shown insignificant area overhead (0.945% on average) when implemented on a number of benchmarks. Both CIPA and the benchmark have been implemented on the authentic and counterfeit FPGA systems, and the results give 100% confidence in detecting counterfeit ones. Furthermore, the authenticity of PCB and IC (i.e., authentic or counterfeit) of the system under test can also be mined from CIPA signatures. According to the experimental results, systems composed of different authenticity states of PCB and IC are differentiated from each other with the confidence of 97.62%. The overall authentication time is 40.2 μs considering 50-MHz system clock.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Today, most of the integrated circuit (IC) design houses provide products in a manner that the subsystem, which offers programming capacity to accelerate IC buyer’s product development. The subsystem provided by design houses usually contains the IC product as well as a printed circuit board (PCB), which communicate IC with the outside world. Currently, the design houses, higher level system vendors, distributors, and end users, which are separate parts of a supply chain, are distributed all over the globe. Driven by illegal profits, the electronic subsystem is a popular target for counterfeiting [1]. As an example, the supply chain of high-end transportation and network systems has been seriously polluted [2], [3] by counterfeiting. Data show that the electronic system businesses are losing more than 250 billion each year due to counterfeiting [4].

It is obvious that, due to the unknown sources of the system components, the quality of the subsystem is not assured. Worse is that the counterfeit systems with some or all of the components replaced without design house’s supervision may contain malicious firmware or hardware, which severely threatens the system security [5].

To avoid counterfeiting and preventing respective security issues in the field, counterfeit subsystem need to be detected first. However, majority of the existing detection techniques focus on the detection of individual components [i.e., field-programmable gate array (FPGA) and memory] [6]–[8] or counterfeit PCB [9]–[11], which cannot provide system-level authentication. Reference [12] proposed a system-level radio-frequency identification (RFID)-based counterfeit detection technique, which employs a PCB RFID tag to transmit the physical unclonable function (PUF; see [13]) values of all ICs on PCB. However, this technique requires to integrate both PUF and controller on each IC, as well as RFID tag and antenna on PCB, which increases an authentication cost. Furthermore, the existing system-level counterfeiting detection techniques require physical access to the suspicious system with external equipment, which causes equipment dependence and prohibits secure remote authentication.

In this paper, we present concurrent IC and PCB authentication (CIPA), a system-level authentication methodology that utilizes novel on-chip infrastructure as well as a remote authentication flow. CIPA employs an on-chip structure to extract the signature pairs of an on-chip ring oscillator (RO) array without/with PCB cavity resonance and identifies the specific process variations of both IC and PCB in the system under test, which has the following advantages.

1) CIPA concurrently verifies the authenticity of both IC and PCB, which enables system-level authentication.
2) The RO array is all-digital, with low area, power, and design overhead. No PCB modification is required.
3) It allows remote authentication with no extra equipment needed.
4) The authentication process tolerates the uncertainty of voltage supply and aging at the verifier’s side.
The verifier can be an original equipment manufacturer (OEM), electronic manufacturing supplier (EMS), or end user. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the threats of counterfeiting. Section III analyzes PCB and IC’s process variations’ impacts on RO oscillation. It then proposes the CIPA-Based system-level authentication. Section IV describes the proposed system-level authentication flow. Section V shows the experimental results for the FPGA-based system. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section VI.

II. Threat Models and Objectives

This section presents the threat models for system-level counterfeiting, which also derives the motivation behind developing CIPA.

A. Counterfeiter’s Objectives

Generally, counterfeiting effort is made for illegal purposes, either illegal profits or attacks. The purposes of counterfeiters can be categorized as follows.

1) **Obtain illegal profits** [2], [3]: Most of the counterfeit systems are made for illegal purposes. Through cloning, refurbishing, or recycling, the counterfeiter either escapes the efforts of design, fabrication, system integration, or all the above. Hence, the counterfeit systems are usually sold at a much lower price and can easily infiltrate into the supply chain. However, the interest of all legal entities in the supply chain is negatively impacted due to the market and reputation losses.

2) **Attack the target system maliciously**: The safety-critical systems can be the victims of counterfeiting. Worse still, the counterfeit systems that flow into the military supply chain can cause catastrophic failures [14]. To attack the safety-critical systems, original ICs in those systems can be replaced by a counterfeit one, which might include hardware Trojans [15], [16]. Such a counterfeiting attack can take place both during manufacturing or when the system is in use. Specifically, when the system is used in the field with similar appearance, the impact of original IC replacement can be considered as a normal power off and restart. It should be noted that, since the PCB’s design is visible, it is usually neglected in the threat model. However, malicious hardware can be inserted into PCB as well. For example, as reported by [17], a malicious eavesdropping and transmitting chip is suspected to be inserted into a motherboard used by the data server during fabrication.

B. Counterfeiting Methods

The counterfeit systems can be divided into the following types according to the counterfeiting methods.

1) **Recycled subsystems**: For the long-lasting subsystem in the market, counterfeiters simply clean, polish, and renew the whole used but still functional retired system and remark them as new [18]. Since the recycled systems have already been used in the field, the probability of system failure increases significantly.

2) **Refurbished subsystem**: Defective systems are identified in the process of manufacturing, distribution, acceptance test, and usage within the supply chain. These systems should be discarded or returned to the design house for diagnostic. However, these defective subsystems can be the target of the counterfeiters. As the subsystem failure is caused by the failure of components, the counterfeiters may/may not replace the failed components with the ones of similar appearance (e.g., cloned or recycled part) and then sell the refurbished systems as authentic ones in the supply chain [19]. As the refurbishing process is not supervised by the design house, the refurbished systems are likely to have low reliability.

3) **Counterfeit subsystem built from scratch**: Due to the rapid development of IC and PCB cloning techniques [20], the counterfeiting methods are not limited to remarking, repackaging, or fixing the original systems. Instead, the counterfeiters can build the cloned PCB by reverse-engineering the original PCB, purchasing all system components (i.e., ICs, FPGAs, memories, and resistors), and integrating them together. Therefore, the entire subsystem can be built from scratch [1]. It is obvious that, due to the unknown sources of the system components, the quality of this type of subsystem is not assured, and furthermore, the system may contain a malicious change that could lead to information leakage.

C. Taxonomy of PCB Systems Considering Counterfeiting

Depending on the authentic/counterfeit state of IC and PCB, the systems in the market can be categorized into the following types (see Table I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type A</th>
<th>Type B</th>
<th>Type C</th>
<th>Type D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IC</td>
<td>Authentic</td>
<td>Counterfeit</td>
<td>Authentic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCB</td>
<td>Authentic</td>
<td>Counterfeit</td>
<td>Counterfeit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>Authentic</td>
<td>Counterfeit</td>
<td>Counterfeit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1) **Type A**: In this type, both IC and PCB in the system are authentic.

2) **Type B**: The counterfeiter replaces an original but defective PCB with a cloned one. Thus, this type of counterfeit system has authentic IC with counterfeit PCB [21].

3) **Type C**: For functional or attacking purposes, the original IC in the system is replaced by a counterfeit one with a similar appearance. Hence, in this case, the IC may be faked; however, the PCB is authentic.

4) **Type D**: For this type of counterfeit system, both IC and PCB are counterfeited by either recycling or cloning. By making a large volume of Type D systems, the counterfeiter aims at getting large illegal profit.
D. Authentication Objectives

The drawbacks of the existing anti-counterfeit methodologies were summarized in Section I. To overcome these drawbacks, CIPA should meet the following objectives.

- **Objective 1:** CIPA should be able to detect counterfeit ICs from authentic ones within the supply chain. Furthermore, it should be able to identify the type (see Table I) of the counterfeit system.

- **Objective 2:** CIPA should be able to disable the counterfeit systems once detected.

- **Objective 3:** CIPA should be implemented reliably to enable the authentication by authorized entities within the supply chain whether on-site or remotely.

III. COUNTERFEIT SYSTEM DETECTION USING CIPA

As mentioned in Section I, CIPA utilizes novel on-chip infrastructure as well as a remote authentication flow. RO is the main component of the on-chip infrastructure.

The oscillation period of RO is determined by various parameters. According to (1) [22], [23], the delay of a CMOS or FinFET inverter, which is the fundamental element of RO, can be expressed as

\[
t_d = \frac{C_L VDD}{\mu C_{ox} W L (VDD - V_{th})^\alpha}
\]

where \(C_L\), \(\mu\), \(C_{ox}\), \(W\), \(L\), \(VDD\), and \(V_{th}\) are the gate load capacitance, mobility, gate oxide capacitance, gate width, gate length, RO power supply, and threshold voltage, respectively. \(\alpha\) is a constant determined by the fabrication process. From (1), it can be seen that the inverter delay, which forms the RO oscillation period, is determined by both IC process parameters and power supply VDD. As shown in Fig. 1(a), VDD is delivered from the external power supply (\(V_{supply}\)) through PCB and IC power distribution networks (PDNs) and finally to the RO cells. According to the voltage division law [see (2)], the impedance of the PCB PDN (\(Z_{PCB}\)) is a major parameter influencing the RO VDD. As shown in Section III-A, the value of \(Z_{PCB}\) is a function of PCB process parameters. Therefore, in this section, the relationship between RO oscillation period to both IC and PCB process parameters is constructed, which generates the theoretical basis for CIPA-BASED counterfeiting system detection.

From (2), it can be seen that the inverter delay, which forms the RO oscillator period, is determined by both IC process parameters and power supply VDD. As shown in Fig. 1(a), VDD is delivered from the external power supply (\(V_{supply}\)) through PCB and IC power distribution networks (PDNs) and finally to the RO cells. According to the voltage division law [see (2)], the impedance of the PCB PDN (\(Z_{PCB}\)) is a major parameter influencing the RO VDD. As shown in Section III-A, the value of \(Z_{PCB}\) is a function of PCB process parameters. Therefore, in this section, the relationship between RO oscillation period to both IC and PCB process parameters is constructed, which generates the theoretical basis for CIPA-BASED counterfeiting system detection.

\[
VDD(w) = \frac{Z_{IC}(w)}{Z_{IC}(w) + Z_{PCB}(w)}
\]

A. PCB Process Parameters’ Impact on RO Oscillation

Fig. 1 shows the structural and lumped circuit model [24] for the PDN of PCB. From Fig. 1(a), it can be seen that the power and ground planes form cavities. The electromagnetic waveform initiated by the ac current on the power and ground planes propagates along the length and width of the cavity and reflects at the cavities’ boundary wall. Hence, if the PCB dimension is an integral multiple of half of the electromagnetic wavelength, standing waveform forms in the cavity, as shown in Fig. 2. Thus, the resonance takes place in the cavity. It is obvious that, when the electromagnetic wave resonates between the PCB cavity walls, the energy is locked inside the PCB and cannot be propagated to IC or RO. As a result, IC “sees” a significantly higher \(Z_{PCB}\) compared with the nonresonant cases.
It can be seen that, at the resonant frequency, when \((\pi/a)^2 - k^2\) approaches to 0, the impact of PCB length \((a)\), width \((b)\), and oxide thickness \((h)\) variations on \(Z_{PCB}\) is all maximized. Therefore, it can be concluded that the values of \(Z_{PCB}\) show most significant variations at the resonant frequencies. Fig. 4(a) shows the Keysight E5071C vector network analyzer [27] measured \(Z_{PCB}\) (transformed from \(S_{11}\)) for 30 four-layer PCB boards from the same lot, while Fig. 3 shows the measurement setup. According to the measurement data, at the mode \((1,0)\) resonant frequency (847 MHz), the variation rate of \(Z_{PCB}\) is 20.5%. While at the frequencies in the middle of any two neighboring resonant frequencies, the \(Z_{PCB}\) variation rate drops to 0.003% on average, which agrees with (4).

Given the stable external power supply \(V_{supply}\), the impact of \(Z_{PCB}\) variation on RO VDD can be expressed as

\[
|\Delta \text{VDD}| = V_{supply} \left| \frac{Z_{IC}}{Z_{PCB} + Z_{IC}} \right| \Delta Z_{PCB}.
\]  

To measure RO VDD at resonance, an RO period-VDD lookup table is built for each board at various static VDD values. Then, the operating clocks of the ICs on the 30 PCB boards are set to 847 MHz, which initiates the \((1,0)\) mode resonance. Through recording RO periods at resonance, RO VDD can be identified according to the period-VDD lookup table. Fig. 4(b) shows the average RO VDD values of the same 30 PCB boards as shown in Fig. 4(a), with the system operating at/not at resonance. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the average RO VDD ranges from 2.1211 to 2.9651 V and from 3.2707 to 3.3287 V, with/without resonance, respectively. Hence, the variation rate of RO VDD at resonance is 39.8%, which is much larger than the nonresonant case (1.8%). The measured data confirms that the unique PCB fabrication variations introduce significant variations to \(Z_{PCB}\) during resonance among the systems. Furthermore, according to (5), \(Z_{PCB}\) variation \((\Delta Z_{PCB})\) causes RO VDD variation, which can be sensed by the RO and cause oscillation frequency variation. It should be noted that we use a relatively simple four-layer PCB model to show an intuitive understanding of PCB resonance and PDN structure and deduce the equation of input impedance and operation frequency explicitly to display quantitative analysis. However, the qualitative result of resonant that comes from the quantitative analysis is universal to all the PCBs, such as flexible PCB (FPC) and SiP. In a word, the scheme can be applied to every kind of PCB structure.

### B. IC Process Variations’ Impact on RO Oscillation

As shown in (1), the variations of the parameters, including gate oxide thickness \((t_{ox})\), threshold voltage \((V_{th})\), gate length \((L)\), and width \((W)\), affect the delay of an inverter cell and thus the oscillation frequency of an RO. For 55-nm
C. Concurrent Counterfeit PCB and IC Detection With CIPA

According to the discussions in Sections III-A and III-B, the RO frequency is affected by both PCB and IC process variations, as shown in Fig. 5. Especially, at the nonresonant frequencies, the process variations of RO cells are dominant. While at or close to the resonant frequencies, the PCB process variations introduce significant impact additionally. Therefore, the RO array can be used as PUF to authenticate both IC and PCB. In this section, the theory of employing RO-based array for system-level CIPA is presented.

CIPA, as shown in Fig. 6, is composed of an $n$-RO array with $n$ $p$-bit counters, a central $q$-bit timer, signature register, system clock control circuit, and system locking/unlocking logic. When the authentication enable signal goes high, the timer enables all ROs to oscillate and terminates the oscillation after a predefined number of system clock cycles. The CIPA signatures, which are the counter values without/with resonance, are registered into the signature register and communicated to the design house through IC, PCB I/O, and Ethernet. Through checking CIPA signatures with/without resonance, the system can be locked or unlocked. Locking/unlocking circuits [32]–[35] can be applied with CIPA decisions. It should be noted that the security of the communication channel is outside the scope of this paper. In other words, we assume the communication to be secure, which means that the CIPA signatures will not be extracted by attackers. In addition, if attackers tamper, remove, or disable ROs in the system, regardless of bypassing the verification.
process, or the malicious attack, the verification will fail, and the system will be detected as counterfeit, even if other components are untouched and genuine. In this case, we do not have to verify the authenticity of other components but try to prevent the system from continuing to flow in the supply chain, because we consider the system as counterfeit, and no longer belongs to a secure supply chain.

To provide system-level authentication, CIPA needs to be integrated into an IC, which can be either an application-specific IC (ASIC) or a reconfigurable device (e.g., FPGA). It should be noted that, if the IC is FPGA based, CIPA can be part of a bitstream and loaded into it after fabrication. However, if the IC in the system is ASIC, then CIPA should be integrated into the IC during the design stage. In addition, as the resonant frequency may not be known during the design stage, the system clock control circuit is designed to be configurable during authentication.

1) System Enrollment by Authentic System Database Construction: After system fabrication, the CIPA signature is collected by the design house either remotely or with physical access to the system with minimum IC functional activities. The minimum activities (low noise) generate minimum RO VDD fluctuation, which makes that the IC or RO process variations dominate RO frequency. Array $\mathbb{T} = \{T_0, T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n\}$ represents the measured periods of $n$ ROs in a low-noise IC. It should be noted that $\mathbb{T}$ can also be collected by the system vendor and shared with the design house.

In the next step, the system clock of IC is set to a frequency at or close to a PCB resonant frequency, and CIPA’s signature is collected again. As the PCB resonates at various frequencies, a resonant frequency within the range of on-chip PLL configuration should be selected. $\mathbb{T}_r = \{T_{0r}, T_{1r}, T_{2r}, \ldots, T_{n-1r}\}$ represents the measured periods of $n$ ROs at PCB resonance.

As resonance causes $T_{PCB}$ to increase dramatically, which causes RO power supply (VDD) to drop significantly, the RO oscillation period drops at resonance. At the same time, the increase in $T_{PCB}$ is significantly impacted by PCB process variations. Hence, the RO period increase is unique for each system, which generates unique $\mathbb{T}_r$. Finally, $\mathbb{T}$ and $\mathbb{T}_r$ are registered into the authentic system database (ASDB), and the system is ready to be shipped to the customer. The architecture of ASDB is shown in Fig. 7. It should be noted that each chip in ASDB is also equipped with electronic chip identification (ECID) that is used as a public ID and identifier.

2) Counterfeit-Type Detection: During authentication, the design house can remotely initiate CIPA without/with resonance at the verifier’s side. The CIPA signatures are collected and transmitted to the design house from the verifier via Ethernet. Then, $\mathbb{T}$ and $\mathbb{T}_r$, which are the reported RO periods without/with resonance, are calculated by the system vendor from CIPA signature and compared with ASDB.

To tolerate external power supply fluctuation and aging effects, which increase/decrease the RO period, during ASDB comparison, as long as there exists $\text{System}_k (0 \leq k \leq K - 1, K$ is the authentic system count) in ASDB satisfying

$$\exists \frac{T'_i}{T_i} - c \leq \varepsilon \quad (0 \leq i \leq n - 1)$$

the IC can be determined as authentic. In (6), $c = \text{Avg}([\mathbb{T}'_i/\mathbb{T}_i]) (0 \leq i \leq n - 1)$ is the scaling constant to tolerate universal supply voltage shifting and aging, and $\varepsilon$ is the deviation used to tolerate the imbalanced power distribution as well as aging variations among $n$ ROs within CIPA. Otherwise, the IC is considered as counterfeit. It should be noted that, with the fabrication date logged in ASDB, the age of the authentic IC can also be determined, which helps to identify recycled systems.

In addition, if the same system under test and $\text{System}_k$ in ASDB also satisfy

$$\exists \left| \frac{T'_i}{T_{ri}} - c_r \right| \leq \varepsilon_r \quad (0 \leq i \leq n - 1)$$

where again $c_r = \text{Avg}([\mathbb{T}'_i/\mathbb{T}_{ri}]) (0 \leq i \leq n - 1)$ is the scaling constant and $\varepsilon_r$ is the maximum allowable deviation, the PCB can be considered as authentic. Otherwise, the PCB is counterfeit. Therefore, if (6) and (7) are all satisfied, a Type A system in Table I is detected. However, if (6) is satisfied, while (7) is not, it means that the IC must have been detached from its original system and soldered on a cloned PCB, and then, a Type B system in Table I is also detected. The counterfeit decision flow is shown in Fig. 8.

A counterfeit IC can disturb the detection of PCB. In this case, regardless of PCB being authentic or not, the CIPA signature $\mathbb{T}'_{ri}$ that represents the identity of PCB cannot be matched to any signature in ASDB. But, according to (5), the RO period degradation reflects the resonant $Z_{PCB}$ increase, which is determined by PCB variations. Hence, a new feature is introduced as follows:

$$\exists \frac{(T'_i - T_i)}{(T_{ri} - T_i)}/c_r - c_r \leq \varepsilon_r \quad (0 \leq i \leq n - 1).$$

As a result, all four counterfeiting types shown in Table I can be accurately identified. It should be noted that the constants $c$, $c_r$, and $\varepsilon_r$ are fitted for each system during ASDB matching to obtain the minimum $\varepsilon$, while $\varepsilon_r$ and $\varepsilon_r$ are defined as counterfeit detection thresholds, which are determined by the clustering of authentic systems during training.

3) CIPA’s Resilience to Aging and VDD Fluctuation: The employments of $c$ and $\varepsilon$ are to tolerate the systematic and stochastic RO supply and aging variations, respectively, which enhance the reliability of CIPA. With systematic RO supply and aging degradation across the die, $T'$ and $T'_r$ in (6) and (7)
may scale to $T''$ and $T''_r$. Suppose that $k$ and $k_r$ are the scale factors, there are

\[
T'' = (1 + k)T' \quad T''_r = (1 + k_r)T'_r.
\]

Hence

\[
\begin{align*}
|\frac{T''}{T}| &= c(1 + k) + \varepsilon \\
|\frac{T''_r}{T'_r}| &= c_r(1 + k_r) + \varepsilon_r \\
|\frac{T''}{T''_r}| &= c_{r2}(1 + k_r) + \varepsilon_{r2}. \tag{10}
\end{align*}
\]

According to (10), it can be seen that the scale factors representing VDD fluctuation and aging across the die only impact the constants $c$, $c_r$, and $c_{r2}$ without impacting $\varepsilon$, $\varepsilon_r$, and $\varepsilon_{r2}$. Hence, the counterfeit-type detection accuracy is not impacted.

**IV. CIPA-BASED SYSTEM AUTHENTICATION FLOW**

The flow for the CIPA-based system authentication is shown in Fig. 9. Three entities within the supply chain: design house, system fabricator, and verifier, which can be any role in the supply chain adopting the IC-centered system, are involved in the authentication process.

**Step 1 (CIPA Instantiation):** In this step, the structure of CIPA, including RO array, counter, timer, signature register, system clock control circuit, and locking/unlocking logic, is synthesized as a stand-alone block by the design house.

**Step 2 (CIPA Insertion):** As CIPA is stand alone, which requires no cross timing constraint in relation to the principle circuit. Hence, for the ASIC-based system, CIPA can be integrated into the IC any time before layout generation. For the FPGA-based system, CIPA can either be integrated as a fixed peripheral during the FPGA design stage or be loaded into the programmable logic after FPGA fabrication. It should be noted that CIPA can be inserted into multiple chips in a system, and the implementation and measurement of RO arrays in different chips do not conflict with the current authentication flow.

**Step 3 (IC Tapeout, System Fabrication, and Test):** This step includes all industrial IC tapeout, PCB fabrication, and system integration procedures. CIPA authentication gives no impact on these industrial procedures.

**Step 4 (PCB Resonant Frequency Identification and ASDB Construction):** In this step, the design house determines the nonresonant and resonant frequencies for CIPA signature collection. It should be noted that the resonant frequencies of a batch of PCB boards are basically the same, and the design house just needs to test the resonant frequency once for each batch of PCB boards. As the test process costs little time, the testing time will not be a problem. Then, the design house initiates CIPA at both frequencies in sequence and collects the CIPA signatures of all authentic systems as ASDB.

**Step 5 (System Delivery):** After ASDB is constructed, the IC-centered systems are ready to be delivered to consumers.

**Step 6 (CIPA-Based System Authentication):** During system usage, either the design house or a role in the supply chain can request the system authentication. Upon receiving the request, the design house initiates CIPA remotely and collects CIPA signatures. Through comparing the CIPA signatures with ASDB, the system authenticity can be determined. If the counterfeiting type is detected, system locking can be applied to disable the counterfeit system.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

In this paper, CIPA is implemented with eight ROs, eight 8-bit counters, a single 8-bit timer, and a 128-bit signature register. The area overhead of CIPA locating on several benchmark circuits, from Gaisler, OPENCORE, ITC’99, to OpenSPARCT2, is shown in Table II.

A set of 120 28-nm FPGA development boards are used to verify the effectiveness of CIPA on system-level counterfeit detection. Overall, the 120 FPGA systems are divided into four groups, which include all counterfeiting scenarios, as discussed in Section I. The setups of the four groups are described in Table III and Fig. 10, in which Type A originally includes 60 authentic FPGA systems, with FPGAs from a trusted source and PCBs manufactured by fabricator 1. The CIPA signatures for the 60 Type A systems without/with resonance (TA/TA) are collected as ASDB.

While Fig. 11 shows the distribution of TA/TA in ASDB, the relative Hamming distance distribution of T and TR is shown in Fig. 12. InterDTavg and InterDTavg, the average value of the relative hamming distance, can be expressed as

\[
\text{InterDTavg} = \frac{2}{n(n-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \sum_{j=i+1}^{n} D_{Tij}
\]

\[
\text{InterDTavg} = \frac{2}{n(n-1)} \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} \sum_{j=i+1}^{n} D_{Trij}
\]

(11)

where n is the size of ASDB, and D_{Tij} and D_{Trij} are the relative hamming distance between any two RO period vectors logged in ASDB.

\[
D_{Tij} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{k=1}^{m} \frac{|T_{jk} - T_{ik}|}{\Delta T_i}
\]

\[
D_{Trij} = \frac{1}{m} \sum_{k=1}^{m} \frac{|T_{rjk} - T_{rik}|}{\Delta T_{ri}}
\]

(12)
where \( m \) is the number of ROs in each system and \( \Delta T_{i} \) and \( \Delta T_{ri} \) are the range of RO periods \( T_{i} \) and \( T_{ri} \). In this paper, \( n \) is 60 and \( m \) is 8.

As Inter\( D_{T,\text{avg}} \) and Inter\( D_{T,\text{avg}} \) reach 42.90% and 79.50%, it can be seen that all of the authentic systems have distinguishable unique CIPA signatures.

Type B represents the first refurbishing scenario, in which the counterfeiter replaces the failing PCB of an original system by a cloned one. Hence, for Type B, we detach 30 authentic FPGAs from Type A systems and re-solder them on cloned PCBs from another PCB manufacturer (fabricator 2). Type C represents the other refurbishing scenario, in which the counterfeiter replaces the failing IC of an original system by a counterfeit one. Hence, for Type C, we reuse the 30 authentic PCBs from Type A systems whose FPGAs are detached to construct Type B systems, and solder counterfeit FPGA from unknown sources on them. Finally, 30 systems representing the Type D counterfeit system built from bottom to top are made with cloned PCBs from fabricator 2 and counterfeit FPGAs.

### A. Counterfeiting-type Detection

Fig. 13 shows the measured \( \varepsilon \) and \( \varepsilon_{r} \) values for the 30 Type A authentic circuits. For each system \( i \) (1 \( \leq i \leq 30 \)) belonging to Type A, by compared with all of the slots in ASDB, the slot that gives minimum deviation \( (\min |(T_{Ai}/T_{ri}) - c_{i}| \) and \( \min |(T_{Ai}/T_{ri}) - c_{ri}|) \) is shown in Fig. 13. From Fig. 13, the counterfeit detection thresholds \( \varepsilon \) and \( \varepsilon_{r} \) are determined as 0.0022 and 0.0025.

Fig. 14 shows the measured \( \varepsilon \) and \( \varepsilon_{r} \) values for the 30 Type B counterfeit circuits. It can be seen that the values of \( \min |(T_{Bi}/T_{ri}) - c_{i}| \) all fall in the range of \( \varepsilon \). According to the measurement results presented in Fig. 4(a), the mode (1,0) resonant frequency of the system is close to 847 MHz, which is an available internal PLL frequency. Hence, the functional clock is set as 847 MHz to initiate resonance.
not authentic, and \( T_r' \) cannot match any slot in ASDB. Hence, as shown in Fig. 16, Type C and Type D cannot be effectively differentiated.

To further separate Type C and Type D counterfeiting types, the drop from \( T \) to \( T_r \) reflects the RO VDD drop caused by PCB PDN impedance \( Z_{PCB} \) increasing due to resonance. The third feature \( \min |(T_r/T)/T_{RA} - T_{A}/T_{A}) - c_r| \) introduced in Section III-C2 is added for PCB authentication determination. According to Fig. 17, Type C and Type D counterfeit systems are successfully differentiated by this new three-feature SVM classifier, and the improved three-feature SVM classifier successfully separates all four types of systems from each other with a confidence of 97.62%, while Type C and Type D are classified with each other with a 95.24% confidence level in this case.

In summary, CIPA successfully detects the four categories of counterfeiting types shown in Table I.

B. CIPA’s Robustness Against Aging and Power Supply Noise

Eight Type A systems are burned-in under 80 °C to reflect the aging’s impact on CIPA. The burn-in setup is shown in Fig. 18(a). To represent the different lengths of usage, the burn-in time length varies for each system, which is 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 24, 32, and 40 h, respectively. Fig. 19(a) and (b) shows the delay degradation of a specific RO in these eight systems with/without PCB resonance. The delay degradation rate \( r \) is calculated by comparing the RO oscillation period difference between the aged system \( T_{a} \) and the fresh system \( T_{f} \) as follows:

\[
    r = (T_{a} - T_{f}/T_{f}) \times 100\%.
\]  

From Fig. 19(a) and (b), it can be seen that the delay degradation follows the power-law trend as the fitting curve shows. During aging, degradation rate \( r \) increases, and
Fig. 17. Improved three-feature SVM classifier employing the features of $[\min (T/T_A) - c], \min (|T_r/T_rA - c_r|), \min (|(T_r - T)/T_rA - T_A)/T_A - c_r)]$ successfully separates all four types of systems from each other with a confidence of 97.62%.

Fig. 18. Experimental setup for aging and power supply voltage shifting. (a) Burn-in equipment used for aging Type A systems. (b) Power supply shifts the VDD of FPGA under test.

however, the variation of $r$ stays within the thresholds of $\epsilon = 0.0022$ and $\epsilon_r = 0.0025$, which are determined at time-zero. Hence, it is proved that the chip-level aging degradation $r$ can be tolerated by adjusting the scaling constants $c$ and $c_r$, and appropriate $\epsilon$ and $\epsilon_r$ can be predefined to encompass aging variations. It should be noted that in addition, the aging status of an authentic IC in ASDB can be investigated during the scaling of $c$ and $c_r$, which helps to identify the recycled over-aging ICs.

As the power supply instability also impacts RO frequency, we remove the regulator chip LT3021 in the FPGA system and directly connect the power supply to an external voltage source (Tektronix PWS4205 programmable dc power supply [36]), as shown in Fig. 18(b). Since the regulated output voltage of LT3021 is in the range of 1.737–1.854 V, the input voltage is between 2.1 and 10 V [37]. We set the external source to 1.737, 1.800, and 1.854 V, respectively, and the scalings of RO periods under different power supplies are shown in Fig. 20. From Fig. 20, it can be seen that, again, the chip-level external power supply shifting can be tolerated by scaling the constants $c$ and $c_r$. And the deviations for all supply voltage cases are all within the counterfeit detection thresholds $\epsilon = 0.0022$ and $\epsilon_r = 0.0025$, when the PCB is quiet/resonant, which means that the SVM trained under normal supply voltage still can differentiate all counterfeiting types. Therefore, CIPA is robust against systematic aging and power supply shifting.

C. Comparing With Existing Solutions on Counterfeit Systems Detection

Three existing component- or system-level counterfeit detection methods [7], [10], [12], which have been described
TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF CIPA WITH EXISTING COMPONENT- OR SYSTEM-LEVEL COUNTERFEIT DETECTION METHODS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Allow System-Level Authentication</td>
<td>No (Only IC)</td>
<td>No (Only PCB)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Require PCB Modification</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All digital</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No (Trace impedance is measured by probe)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allow Remote Authentication</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No (Verifier needs physical access to the PCB under test)</td>
<td>No (Verifier needs physical access to the system)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robust Against Environmental Variations</td>
<td>No (VDD variation is not considered; Chips under different aging times are uniformly identified as used)</td>
<td>No (VDD and aging variations are not considered)</td>
<td>No (VDD and aging variations are not considered)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sources of Area Overhead</td>
<td>RO and Measurement Circuit on IC</td>
<td>Traces on PCB</td>
<td>CST Sensors on IC and PCB</td>
<td>RO and Measurement Circuit on IC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Effort</td>
<td>RO and Measurement Circuit Insertion</td>
<td>PCB Traces Insertion</td>
<td>CST Sensors, RFID Tag and Antenna Insertion</td>
<td>CIPA Insertion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 20. Ratio of RO periods between different power supplies when the main circuit is quiet/resonant. The deviations of scalings are within the counterfeit detection thresholds $\varepsilon$ and $\varepsilon_r$.](image) Fig. 20. Ratio of RO periods between different power supplies when the main circuit is quiet/resonant. The deviations of scalings are within the counterfeit detection thresholds $\varepsilon$ and $\varepsilon_r$.

As discussed in Section III-C3, the resilience of CIPA-based counterfeit detection to systematic VDD fluctuation is verified. (a) $\frac{T_{\text{VDD}=1.737}}{T_{\text{VDD}=1.800}}$. (b) $\frac{T_{\text{VDD}=1.854}}{T_{\text{VDD}=1.800}}$. (c) $\frac{T_{\text{VDD}=1.737}}{T_{\text{VDD}=1.800}}$. (d) $\frac{T_{\text{VDD}=1.854}}{T_{\text{VDD}=1.800}}$.

in Section I, are selected for comparison with CIPA. The characteristics of the four solutions are shown in Table IV. As demonstrated earlier, the proposed methodology offers the following advantages: system-level authentication, no PCB modification needed, all-digital, remote detection allowable, and robust against IC VDD shifting and aging degradation.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a methodology, which concurrently verifies the authenticity of both IC and PCB. The authentication is based on the structure named CIPA, which extracts the signature pairs of the RO array without/with PCB cavity resonance. Remote authentication is allowable by transmitting the CIPA signatures between any verifier and system vendor within the supply chain. According to the experimental results, the proposed methodology successfully differentiates 90 counterfeit systems belonging to different counterfeit types from the 30 authentic ones considering aging variations and nonideal power supply conditions. Furthermore, the PCB and IC authenticity status (i.e., authentic or counterfeit) have been successfully detected, which helps to determine the source of the counterfeit systems and the vulnerability of the supply chain.
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